2. In "A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving" he recruits Snoopy and Woodstock to set up a ping-pong table
3. "___ all ye faithful..."
4. Suspect, in cop lingo
5. Gas used to inflate the balloons for the Macy's Parade on Thanksgiving Eve at the Balloon Inflation held near the American Museum of Natural History on 79th Street
6. "Guardian" singer Morissette
7. Extends one's enlistment
8. Prefix with cure
9. "I've got a mule, and her name is _____, fifteen years on the Erie Canal"
10. Restaurateur in a folk song often played on Thanksgiving
11. _____ no good
12. Winner of an Emmy, a Grammy, an Oscar, and three Golden Globes
13. Make on the job
14. Group investigated in "Mississippi Burning"
15. "Are you ____ out?"
16. Heap praise on
17. Metric measure slightly larger than a quart
18. Prefix with cure on fire
19. "I've got a mule, and her name is than a quart
20. Thanksgiving desert option
21. Group investigated in "Mississippi Burning"
22. The Penguin, to Batman
23. Staple crop that Squanto taught
24. Disney World's Space Mountain, e.g.
25. San ____ Obispo, Calif.
26. "Go jump in the loch!"
27. Tin Woodsman's prop
28. Hip-hop's ____ Yang Twins
29. Mr. Turkey
30. Seriously injure
31. "___ Anything": "Oliver!" song
32. Romeo or Juliet, e.g.
33. Enter with a keyboard
34. "___ Pinafore"
35. 10-Down's Thanksgiving guest, in song
36. "___ Pinafore"
37. Subject of the lyric "A horse is a horse, of course, of course"
38. A knitter might have a ball with it
39. Reverse of a hit 45 record
40. Morning times, for short
41. Disney World's Space Mountain, e.g.
42. Plymouth settlers who dined with their Wampanoag neighbors in 1621 at the first Thanksgiving
43. "Huckleberry Finn" author
44. Turkey that spends too much time in the car shop?
45. "Can't Get It Out of My Head" rock grp.
46. NFL rushing units
47. Attack on the fridge, say
48. Sports venues
49. Thanksgiving parade participant
50. What a star represents on the US flag
51. Matt who co-hosts Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade
52. "Rocket Man" singer John
53. Woman's lip application
54. Jessica of "Fantastic Four"
55. Rocker Kravitz or comedian Bruce
56. Big name in turkeys
57. Gillette's ____ Plus razor
58. Russia's ____ Mountains
59. Bundle in a barn
60. VW or BMW
61. "____ out!" (umpire's cry)

Across
1. Turkey on the stage
5. Magic instrument Jack stole on his third trip up the beanstalk
9. Cranberry ____ (Thanksgiving staple)
14. Woe for Fido
15. "Waiting for the Robert ____"
16. ____ Centauri
17. "Are you ____ out?"
18. Heap praise on
19. Metric measure slightly larger than a quart
20. Thanksgiving desert option
23. Staple crop that Squanto taught
24. Opposite of NNW
25. San ____ Obispo, Calif.
26. "Go jump in the loch!"
28. Traditional Thanksgiving dish
29. Okla. neighbor
30. Univ. where "Good Will Hunting" is set
33. "Huckleberry Finn" author
36. Like most Thanksgiving dinners
38. A knitter might have a ball with it
39. Former Cub slugger Sosa
41. Disney World's Space Mountain, e.g.
42. Plymouth settlers who dined with their Wampanoag neighbors in 1621 at the first Thanksgiving
44. Turkey that spends too much time in the car shop?
45. "Can't Get It Out of My Head" rock grp.
46. NFL rushing units
47. Attack on the fridge, say
49. "Catch my drift?"
50. Word repeated after "Que" in a Doris Day song
51. Turkey helping
54. Where most of Turkey is
57. Big name in turkeys
60. Rocker Kravitz or comedian Bruce
62. It might hold up a parade
63. VW or BMW
64. Tend to the turkey
65. Gillette's ____ Plus razor
66. Most are conceived in November
67. Site for an exchange of vows
68. Levi's alternative
69. Fish-eating birds

Down
1. Tosses, as a coin